Loyola University Medical Center - Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Clerkship 01/03/12 – 02/10/12

On the first day of your clerkship, Tuesday, Jan. 3rd all clerks will report to Loyola for orientation at 8:00 a.m. This orientation will be held in Room 150 of the Medical School and will last until approximately 5:00 p.m. **YOU MUST ATTEND THE FIRST DAY OF LECTURES TO RECEIVE CREDIT FOR THE ROTATION!!**

Please review the website (http://www.meddean.luc.edu/lumen/MedEd/obgyne/index.htm) before you attend orientation.

Focus on the following:
- Student Responsibilities - nuts and bolts of where to be
- Evaluations - how we assess your performance
- Online Examinations - what you will need to do on the clerkship
- Orientation Lectures - read and review before first day

It is suggested that students visit the Radiology website to view the following pertinent material before the orientation
Normal Female Pelvis, Normal Pregnancy, Fetal Age and Ectopic Pregnancy

You will also be returning to Loyola every Wednesday at 7:00 a.m. for Patient Care Conference and Grand Rounds followed by clerkship Problem Based Learning Sessions in various classrooms, please confirm with our schedule - THESE CONFERENCES ARE MANDATORY!!

**Textbook:** Obstetrics and Gynecology (Obstetrics and Gynecology (Beckman)) (Paperback)
Charles R Beckmann (Author, Editor), Barbara M Barzansky (Editor), William N Herbert (Editor), Douglas W Laube (Editor), Frank W Ling (Editor) Publisher: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Publishers; Sixth Edition edition (April 1, 2009)

Students are expected to report with a personal long lab coat to each clerkship site in order to comply with IDPA health codes.

**ALEXIAN BROTHERS**
Ann Clark
*Brett McLachlan
*Sinead Nyhan
*James Verner

**LOYOLA**
Jennifer Anderson
Jessica Arendal
Aprel Barnes
Wesley Barry
Rachel Burt
Christopher Jeziorkowski
Alicia Kurtz
Julie Lemoine
Sarah Perz
Marissa Schloesser
Diana Snyder
Gail Ukatu
Elizabeth Wild

**GOTTLIEB**
*Monica Bianco
*Quindelyn Cook
*Andrew Putnam

* Wildcard used

**Alexian Students:** You must provide a copy of your immunization records on the first day of the clerkship. Immunization records include: Most recent TB results, documentation of chicken pox or varicella results, rubella titer within the last 5 years (this is not a school requirement and most students need to have a titer drawn), proof of rubeola immunity or documentation of all MMR shots, dates of Hepatitis B vaccines. Please note, if you need any of the above immunizations, they MUST be completed as soon as possible. Results take up to two weeks and you must have them in order to start at Alexian. If you need immunizations, please make an appointment with student health at 531-7900. Bring $25 to Alexian for the drug screen testing.
YOU WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO BEGIN THE CLERKSHIP AT ALEXIAN BROTHERS WITHOUT YOUR IMMUNIZATION RECORDS. You may print out your own immunization records from EPIC.

**Loyola Students:** Much of the information that you need to know is located on the website:  

We have instituted a 2 week elective portion for the students at Loyola, similar to the general surgery clerkship. Please click on the link above to view the options. Please rank, #1, #2, #3, between the choices given on the website. There will be a lottery held for these electives.

**On Wednesday, Jan. 4th students will meet their coordinators as follows:**

**LOYOLA:**  
OB: 6:00 am L&D for Morning Report  
GYN, ONC, FPMS: 6:30 am back of the hospital cafeteria for Morning Report

**ALEXIAN BROTHERS:** 8:00AM Proceed to Administration Office, Contact Carolyn Cagle: Park on the 4th floor of the parking garage located on Beisner Road. This structure is the last building on the right side of the hospital campus. Enter the ground floor of the main hospital via the maroon canopy. The Administration office is located near the main entrance of the hospital. From the garage entrance proceed to the end of the corridor and turn right to the end of that corridor and turn right again (you will be in the Brock Hallway). Follow this to the first corridor on the left (near the Medical Library) turn left and proceed to the Administration Office on the right.

**GOTTLIEB:** Meet at 6:00 am in the Birth Center (L&D)

**ALL STUDENTS:**

Your final examination will be given at Loyola in **Room 460**, of the Medical School  
Friday, Feb. 10 @ 1:30PM

Pap Smear/FHT, Student Presentation Cards, CD & any Evaluations must be turned in at the exam!